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The economic downturn triggered by the pande-
mic and geopolitical conditions affected the en-
tirety of the wind industry with unsettled supply 
chains and workforce as well as economic-dri-
ven energy reductions. Even now, wind farm 
owners are struggling with methods to manage 
the decrease in revenue, looming expiration of 
tax credits, and underperforming assets – in 
part generated by high O&M costs due to aging 
infrastructure and inefficient processes. Faced 
with this grueling reality, many wind owners seek 
to lower maintenance costs by 30% because 
of high investor expectations and the need to 
maximize the value of existing assets regardless 
of any instability over the coming years. Here’s 
the good news: Small changes in O&M processes 
and tools can make an immediate – and often large 
- impact on ROI, lean efficiency, and growth for 
owners and operators. 
 
Setting the right strategic direction – 
‘Where does wind power need to be now 
and in the next 5 years?’ 
 
The wind market is shifting now and for the 
future – and owners must aim for efficient 
commercial competitiveness since subsidies will 
potentially expire soon. Adopting a strategic ap-
proach that places a premium on developing a 
“self-financed wind farm” is essential to planning. 
Getting this strategic direction established will 
help owners identify the easiest ways to redu-
ce risks and lower the LCOE. The overarching 
goal should be to make the wind turbine life 
cycle more profitable and resilient, starting with 

operations and maintenance costs. Accelerating 
O&M proficiency is one way to advance commer-
cial stability of wind assets.

With this core strategy in mind, it is beneficial 
to frame the O&M efficiency into four project 
phases: Analysis, Challenge, Conceptualization, 
and Implementation. This process allows owners 
to understand, question, develop, and utilize 
optimal technology and processes in a cost-ef-
ficient manner. This four-part exercise is where 
cost-mapping and innovation breakthroughs 
emerge. Integrating such a regimented program 
helps update your procedures, incorporate the 
latest technologies, and reduce maintenance 
requirements. We’ve ascertained in our own 
work that clients are seeking more holistic asset 
management systems and want to know how to 
reduce the large expenditures associated with 
O&M on wind turbines. In either scenario, stan-
dardizing processes and selecting the appropria-
te toolsets are fundamental to the challenge and 
the four phases mentioned above help owners-
hip complete this task. 
 
Best processes and tools for maximum 
productivity 
 
The pace of wind engineering innovation acce-
lerates daily and keeping abreast of the proper 
documentation and tooling methodologies is 
not easy for owners. Still, prioritizing training and 
focus on these areas reduces labor visits, saves 
money, and safeguards against emergencies. 
Let’s illustrate this concept with an example – 
owner have recently placed a great deal of focus 
on how to predict costs associated with major 
component failures. However, we now see a ten-
dency that minor component failures result in 
up to 50% of the total cost of maintenance in the 
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turbine’s lifetime. Most of this is caused by poor 
documentation or lack of tools, which results in 
additional visits to the turbine and thereby extra 
downtime and technician time. 
 
Furthermore, many owners lack the appropriate 
software suites for tool and consumable asset 
management. These digital tools enable virtu-
al efficiency, tracking and performance – all of 
which advance wind owners towards the ultima-
te objective of a ‘self-financed’ wind farm, lower 
LCOE, and next-generation productivity that can 
even navigate odd events like pandemics!  Ima-
gine, for instance, another pandemic scenario 
where normally one professional must travel to 
5 sites to trouble shoot an issue because that 
single person knows the intricacies of the pro-
duct the best. This situation makes the owner 
very vulnerable because the professional might 
be not be able to visit the site due to travel 
restrictions or infection. These circumstances 
can be entirely avoided if owners take advanced 
measures and integrate information form the 
head engineer onto a digital documentation 
system - then a pool of different workers could 
access how to perform the tasks. Again, it’s a 
small workstream that can add up to large time 
and costs savings. 
 
Some detractors may counter our arguments by 
saying O&M efficiency requires owners to invest 
much upfront while incurring disruptive orga-
nizational changes and training. In our experi-
ence, we’ve seen how investing in O&M offers 
fast, affordable, and efficient foundations that 
catalyze present and future commercial advan-
tage. Moreover, we believe investing in this field 
implies strong business sense since there are 
numerous, minimally-disruptive tactics and tools 
that can eliminate regular concerns for owners. 
Owners who have undergone O&M optimization 
processes can quickly confirm the data!  

The key for O&M efficiency is therefore twofold: 
1) deciding to get started 2) relying on those who 
have a deep understanding of wind economics 
and engineering with proven track records that 
can complete end-to-end workstreams. Straight-
forward, accessible, and achievable O&M prac-
tices should be front-of-mind for American wind 
farm owners. It’s imperative as our wind assets 
become even more critical to infrastructure and 
economies. Let’s focus, improve, and make small 
changes for a big future.
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